Toyota 4.7l v8

The Toyota UZ engine family is a gasoline [1] fueled valve quad-camshaft V8 piston engine
series used in Toyota's luxury offerings and sport utility vehicles. The 4. The engine is
oversquare by design, with a bore and stroke size of The water pump is also driven by the cam
belt. The connecting rods and crankshaft are constructed of steel. The pistons are
hypereutectic. Its resemblance to a race engine platform 6 bolt cross mains and over square
configuration was confirmed in by David Currier in an interview with v-eight. It was planned to
be used on GT vehicles, however its subsequent use in the Daytona Prototype use had not been
planned. In its standard, original trim with The engine was slightly revised in with lighter
connecting rods and pistons and an increased compression ratio to In , Toyota's VVT-i variable
valve timing technology was introduced along with a further compression ratio increase to The
2UZ-FE was a 4. Unlike its other UZ counterparts, this version uses a cast iron block to increase
durability, as it was designed for low-revving, high-torque pickup and SUV applications.
Applications calendar years : [7]. The 3UZ-FE , is a 4. It has an aluminum engine block and
aluminum DOHC cylinder heads. In , the engine was linked to a six-speed automatic in
applications with improved fuel efficiency. Applications calendar years : [2]. In , a marine
derivative of the UZ powerplant was produced for boating applications. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Retrieved The 10 best engines of ". Ward's Auto World.
Archived from the original on Ward's Auto. Japan: Toyota. Retrieved â€” via Flight Global. The
New York Times. Waterski Magazine. Categories : Toyota engines V8 engines Gasoline engines
by model. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from July
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota Motor Corporation. DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Multi-point fuel
injection. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota UZ engines. The latest engine
versions after were equipped with a VVTi Variable Valve Timing system for the intake
camshafts. Compression ratio rating is 9. The crankshaft is supported by 5 bearings. These
bearings are made of aluminum alloy. The engine is equipped with a fully balanced steel
crankshaft with five journals and eight counterweights. The 2UZ-FE engine used forged and
sintered connecting rods. Pistons are made of high temperature-resistant aluminum alloy.
Piston pins are the full-floating type. After the piston shape was changed and oil jets were
introduced to cool the pistons. To conserve mass, plastic region tightening bolts are used for
the crankshaft bearing caps and connecting rod caps. The cylinder heads are made of
aluminum alloy, with a cross-flow type intake and exhaust layout and with pentroof type
combustion chambers. The intake camshafts are driven by the timing belt, and a gear on the
intake camshaft engages with a gear on the exhaust camshaft to drive it. The intake valve head
diameter is To actuate the valves, this engine used inner-shim type, steel valve lifters that are
crowned on the side-sliding portion to reduce friction. For the engine version after , lead-free
valve seats are used. The 2UZ-FE motor was not equipped with hydraulic valve lifters, therefore
special shims are used to adjust the valve clearance. Calculate the thickness of new adjusting
valve shim so valve clearance comes within specified values. Valve shims are available in 41
sizes range from 2. We try to use verified sources and official documentation, however,
differences between sources or errors in entering information may occur. We do not provide
advice on technical issues related to the engines operation or repair. We do not recommend
using provided information for engines repairing engines or spare parts ordering, use only
official service manuals and spare-parts catalogs. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Contact As. Dear visitors, this site is not a trading platform, an official dealer or a
spare parts supplier, so we do not have any price lists or spare parts catalogs. We are an
information portal and provide the technical specifications of gasoline and diesel engines.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies
to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. With
filter change 6. Idle speed: 29 kPa 0. The Toyota's 4. That is why it has more significant
displacement, low-rev, and high-torque output. Unfortunately, it severely affected the weight of

the engine. But in the rest, the 2UZ engine block has the similar design and dimensions except
increased bore and stroke. It also has a 90 degree 'V' angle, the 21 mm cylinder bank offset, and
bore pitch is The engine has a steel crankshaft with eight counterweights and five main journals
the 1UZ crankshaft has six journals , forged and sintered connecting rods, aluminum alloy
pistons with skirts coated with tin plating for a friction reduction. On top of the cylinder's bank,
there are aluminum heads. Each one has intake and exhaust camshafts, four valves per
cylinder. The engine got the same method for camshaft rotation - the intake camshafts are
driven by a timing belt, the exhaust camshafts are driven by gears on the intake camshaft. The
design of the valvetrain for 2UZ is the same as for 1UZ. The exhaust and intake valve located on
opposite sides with an angle of The diameter of the intake valves is a The engine has steel solid
valve lifters, so valve clearances need a periodic adjustment. The early versions of 2UZ-FE had
a simple aluminum intake manifold with a long intake manifold port. The engine used the
heat-barrier gasket between two metal gaskets fitted between the intake manifold and each
cylinder head. In the first years of production, the engine had a conventional throttle body, and
the electronically controlled throttle body system Toyota's ETCS-i system was introduced in
late The injection system used eight four-hole type fuel injectors one for each cylinder , the
mass air flow meter, and two air-fuel ratio sensors. The engine is equipped with Toyota's Direct
Ignition System DIS which uses individual ignition coils for all eight cylinders and iridium spark
plugs. In addition to that, there are two knock sensors and the Electronic Spark Advance
technology for management and adjustment of ignition timing to prevent knocking. The system
controls almost all the essential parameters of the engine: throttle position, coolant
temperature, air volume, etc. According to this information, it can adjust intake camshaft timing
and improve the output and efficiency of the engine at low, mid and high rpm. The second
recognizable features is a plastic intake manifold with variable intake port length. The system
has two stage of intake port length: the long one is for low-engine speeds and, the short is for at
higher engine speeds. The compression ratio was increased up to But from the 4. The 2UZ-FE
engines are almost bulletproof, the most reliable and durable engines from the Toyota
corporation. These engines do not have any design flaws, meaning lash, noise, wheezing
cannot be found. The engine has a timing belt that needs the replacement every 90, miles. The
timing belt is costly but on the other hand is a lot of extra money to repair the considerable
engine disaster because of the pistons will hit the valves if the timing belt breaks. Thankfully,
the cast iron block is more durable and repairable more easily. The engine longevity depends
on how well and periodically was maintenance, the quality of oil and gas, driven style and
conditions. But the non-problem average mileage for cars with the 2UZ-FE is about , miles.
Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material.
Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement,
cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine
oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra
Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need
to register for a FREE account. Stereo Contemplation. Post Reply. Specifically the Anyone have
any suggestions? Whocares , Jan 23, Casper , Jan 23, Decent power gain, and much better
application of total power. Rex Kramer , Jan 23, Black Wolf likes this. Well then. It appears that
Dirty Deeds is in San Diego. And I'll be damned. So am I. Gonna give them a visit. Yes, visit him.
Ask for Keith. Darkness , Jan 23, Switch it out for a 5. Padj , Jan 24, Joined: Oct 22, Member:
Messages: Turbo kit. It looks like a good deal. Just run max 5 psi, and it should be fine.
Darkness , Jan 26, Filthyphil and Professional Hand Model like this. Professional Hand Model ,
Jan 27, Darkness , Jan 27, I'd stick to the UZ family. Swapping may sound cheap at first, but it'll
open up a can of worms and may not be cheap at the final stage. Tundyfundy likes this.
Winning8 and Black Wolf like this. Danimal86 , Jan 28, You can have Keith from DD to create
mid pipes for you that would pass emissions. Whocares , Jan 28, For you in Ca, install the
turbo, and remove it every 2 yrs for smog check. The kit in the installed pic at the bottom isn't
the same. That turbo is from Turbonetics and its aimed in a different direction. If they're using
pics of somebody else's work as an installed pic that scares me. Darkness , Jan 28, FirstGenVol
, Feb 8, Professional Hand Model , Feb 8, You can find my build by googling turbo 03 sequoia.
Should pop up. Maxwelltollefson , Sep 15, Rex Kramer , Sep 15, Winning8 , Sep 15, Tundyfundy
and Rex Kramer like this. Show Ignored Content. All Categories. Username or email address: Do
you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Russia- Land-Cruiser. Calendar New events. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Word Count:. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app.
Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It

may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Thread starter mdsims Start date Oct 26, Watchers Hey all, venturing over from the 40
section. Looking to pick up a used 4th gen 4runner. Looking at a and , both with the 4. Generally
speaking, how well do these engines do when they start to get up there in miles. One has k, the
other k. Not looking for a long term hold, thinking years then sell it. Both are well maintained,
decently documented service on each rig up until about K then the records taper off, laziness I'd
assume. Just thought I'd ask the crowd here about the V8's longevity. I'm quite familiar with the
4. Thanks much, Matt. Well, lets see Beat to hell.. Says all he has done to it is maintenance and
tires. Original transmission and engine.. I could not tell the engine was even on it was His
miles? Toyota's V8's are sweet. I bought an '05 Tundra. They put that 4. Timing belt changes are
important as it is an interference motor. Look in the classifieds and see how many of them are
up in the K range. Then try and find a decent one Not so easy.. People dont let these go. The
has k on it. Drove it yesterday. Quiet, clean, responsive, no odd noises, no leaks, good smooth
power, decent amount of maintenance records. Pretty impressed. What's not mentioned is of
the second timing belt was done. First was at k. So assuming same owner, it may be due. Did
see shiny gasket material and it looked like the front had been opened up recently which would
suggest the second belt has been done. Not sure. Interior was pristine. The 3. I sold my first
tundra with K on the clock. My biz partner has a Tundra that he drives every day with K on the
clock, we got it with 90K on it and have only replaced the trans one time at K. All we do is
regular maintenance. Hell it doesn't even leak or burn oil. I sold my 2nd Tundra with K on the
clock and I just got a beater with K on the clock. My wife's Sequoia had K on it when we sold it
to get her Sienna. Joined Aug 22, Messages 2, Location Jersey, I picked up an '04 Tundra DC
early this summer with k miles on it. It runs like a top. I have no worries and will not look back.
I've seen several 4. Glad to hear the positive feedback. I pulled the trigger on the 04 4runner
with k. It was a bargain! The interior was perfect, all the plastics fit together well an din good
condition, seems like it only ever saw highway miles. Now stocking up on floor mats, new driver
seat belt, and the parts to get rid of this 'double decker' system in the rear cargo area. Joseph H.
Joined Oct 17, Messages 70 Location Texas. I've had to replace my alternator once and
everything else has been routine maintenance. It's very reliable and shows no signs of
wavering. Double decker rear platform removed! Anyone want it?! All required pieces included. I
bought it. Full tune up and all fluids, timing belt, miscellaneous new weather stripping and
interior refresh. Runs great. Added a new double din CD player with Bluetooth for hands free
calling too. Joined Jun 6, Messages 3. I have an 09 with k. Got it with k and did timing belt
Alternator and battery around k Also a common problem is the AIPS which I did at a local
mechanic, some folks bypass it entirely. It was covered under warranty. Just last week, had a
shudder at mph under light acceleration. I was nervous but it is silky smooth once again. Good
word! The 04 just rolled over something thousand. Maybe k, hard to recall. Very impressed. I did
the full tranny flush too about 3k ago, well worth the extra effort even if just for peace of mind. A
full steering refresh so to speak. And endless list really, and the 40 is sitting there in neglect.
Last edited: May 12, Charlton Lafitte. Sold my cruiser with k and the motor was strong as ever.
A friend has a 4Runner with well over k on the 4. Joined Jan 31, Messages Location Si'ahl.
Seeing as there is currently two Tundras with the 4. You can post to their wall with questions or
bragging posts about reliability and good luck with whatever model you have. Id say k is VERY
routine for these motors. I'll jump on the bandwagon as a 4. We had a Sequioa, but k hard miles
towing, two teenage boys, etc, and it never gave us a fit, except when we didn't change the
spark plugs and they eventually after k miles came out of the truck taking the coil pack with
them. We now have a and love the engine. Has anyone put one of these into an 80 series?
Joined Jul 26, Messages 5 Location Utah. I have a 2UZ-FE with k on the clock. You must log in
or register to reply here. Similar threads T. Replies 20 Views 1K. Mar 1, JLee. Scored Unicorn.
The holy grail of series. Replies Views 89K. Nov 1, implayaz9. Replies 19 Views 4K. Aug 9,
jstalford. Replies Views K. Feb 10, JunkCrzr Pardon the blasphemy, but IronYuppy Dec 16,
Series Tech 3 4 5. Replies 95 Views 10K. Jan 1, PDoyle. Users who are viewing this thread. Log
in Your username or email address. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. This 32 valve dual
overhead cam motor has a cast iron block and aluminum cylinder heads specifically designed
with increased durability for use in pickups and SUVs like the Toyota Landcruiser, Sequoia and
Tundra. The 2UZFE was introduced to the market in and its last production year ended in Not to
be confused with a rebuilt 2UZFE long block, our XP1 series comes completely remanufactured
with the addition of certain key upgrades that allows this engine to maximize performance and
increase longevity. When building a Toyota 4. Every 4. Blocks are then thermal cleaned followed
by steel micro blasting until they achieve a brilliant appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned,

we begin our precision boring and honing process. Using a carbon two-stage power hone we
can maximize the sealed area and ensure to precisely meet the recommended RMA readings.
Computerized micrometers are used to resize rods with strict accordance to factory
recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and micro polished to achieve a 12 RMA
reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until perfect alignment and sealing
of the hea
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d gasket is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are assembled using a new valve stem and seals that
feature the latest in high temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and longevity.
These polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using magnetic detection to eliminate the
chance of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before each head is mated their block
using the correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for proper seating. Triple angled cutters
are used to machine the valve seats ensuring proper pressures and flow. All valves, valve
springs and valve guides must pass our stringent process of meeting and exceeding OEM
specifications. Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency. Every remanufactured long block
has been specifically engineered to help improve the inherent flaws and failure points that can
be found in many of today's engines. Toyota 2UZ-FE 4. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3 weeks.
Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom 4. Product Details. Condition New product.

